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Plant One Rotterdam is a facility based in Rotterdam for the testing and
demonstration of sustainability innovations in process technology. Here,
new or improved processes that appear promising at laboratory scale can be
tested at pilot scale and further developed for industrial applications.
Plant One Rotterdam fills the gap between laboratory and full-scale production plant: the first step after the lab. All tests can be carried out under
Plant One Rotterdam’s ‘umbrella’ permit.
This approach lowers the risk for companies of large-scale investment in
production plants. The facilities make it possible to test and demonstrate
the market suitability of promising innovations, and to considerably reduce
the time to market.

Speed and risk reduction in process innovation

Innovation is the economy’s lifeblood. Higher returns on the innovation process immediately mean a better competitive position. Plant One Rotterdam
increases the returns on process innovations in a number of ways.
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Shorter time-to-market

Time to market is a critical factor for success. Plant One Rotterdam reduces this in
a number of ways:

No waiting times for environmental permits.
Plant One Rotterdam reduces the waiting
time for the required environmental permits from many months to just a few
weeks. Plant One Rotterdam has a socalled umbrella permit, under which a
broad range of processes may be tested.
The permit has therefore already been arranged for you, which allows you to get
started quickly.

The ideal scale.
It is well known that a process may
behave very differently at small scale
compared to large-scale, commercial
installations. Plant One Rotterdam offers the possibility of demonstrating
and optimizing processes on a relevant
industrial scale directly after the laboratory phase, thereby combining the possibilities of a full-scale plant with the
advantages of a smaller scale.
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Risk Reduction

Process innovation is a capitalintensive business. The construction
of production plants requires substantial investments over a long period of
time. Constructing a test installation
at semi-industrial scale at Plant One
Rotterdam means lower investments
and a lower risk for the eventual investment in full-scale production
plants. Plant One Rotterdam provides
savings in time and money and therefore a competitive advantage to the
companies involved.

3

Higher returns on
innovation process

The capital-intensive nature of process
innovation causes many promising innovation concepts to die an early death, as
there is only enough budget for the most
promising ones. Plant One Rotterdam’s
scale and cost structure make it possible
to also test and develop various other
concepts, allowing the innovation funnel
to lead to more market-ready concepts.

Plant One Rotterdam is active
in the following branches:
Petrochemical/ chemical industry
Bulk chemical industry
Fine chemical industry
Biofuels
Recycling
Knowledge institutes
Process equipment manufacturers
Process industry
Food industry
Biochemical industry
CO² chain innovation

Facilities

&

Services
Space
Plant One Rotterdam has space for tests
on every possible scale, with a total of
10.000m² floor space. This space can be
rented in plots from 200 m² to 2400 m².
Besides the available space for test setups,
there is also office space available for rent.

Mission:
Competitive sustainability
Plant One Rotterdam want to contribute to two important objectives
in the Rotterdam port area.
1—Increasing the attractiveness
of the Rotterdam port area
The port of Rotterdam wants to become an international leader with regard to sustainability, and innovation is
a crucial factor in this. Plant One Rotterdam facilities help to bring R&D in
the area to a higher level, hence
strongly improving the climate for establishing a business in the port.

2 - Halving of CO² emissions
The Port of Rotterdam Authority,
Deltalinqs, the Municipality of Rotterdam and DCMR are working together in
the Rotterdam Climate Initiative with
the objective of halving CO² emissions
by 2025. Fast-tracking process innovations that relate to sustainability are the
best way to achieve this: the sooner innovations in sustainability become available for industrial applications, the sooner emissions and the burden on the environment in general can be reduced.

Laboratory facilities
In Plant One Rotterdam, a total of approximately 600m² of lab facilities have been set
up, so that, besides the test setup and office space, you can also hire facilities for
doing simple laboratory tests.

Utilities
Each plot has the utilities necessary for test
or demonstration setups including natural
gas, high voltage power, steam, process
water and compressed air.

Logistics
Transportation of equipment and materials
of virtually any size to and from Plant One
Rotterdam is possible by road or by ship.
Various loading platforms make quick loading and unloading possible. Accessibility is
further increased by the large doors that
make it possible to bring larger installations
into the hall.

Permits
An important added advantage of Plant
One Rotterdam is the so-called ‘umbrella
permit’. This is issued by DCMR on behalf
of the province, and allows clients of Plant
One Rotterdam to build and test their
demonstration setups. As a component of
Plant One Rotterdam’s umbrella permit, an
extended information document on the
pilot including technical description, information on the use of raw materials, waste,
emissions etc. Is sufficient to receive permission. As long as the installation will
function within the perimeters of the umbrella permit, this progress should not take
more than a few weeks.

Support services

Plant One Rotterdam’s Focus

Plant One Rotterdam is the ‘caretaker’, and
provides support services for the equipping
and running of demonstration installations.
Together with the owner of the facilities,
Plant One Rotterdam makes agreements
with suppliers that are known to Plant One
Rotterdam. This allows changes to the building and installations to be carried out quickly
and expertly.

Plant One Rotterdam facilitates projects that make a contribution to a
sustainable society. In this connection,
emphasis is placed on the following innovative processes:

Staff & Manning
Plant One Rotterdam has qualified personnel. We can guide the pilots during the test
period but we can also do the engineering
and building of the installation.

Education and training
Plant One Rotterdam has his own education
center Plant One Training.
The uniqueness of Plant One Training is that
both the theory, as the practice, can be given in the active warehouse of Plant One
Training. We create no simulated working
environment but the reality. This makes this
distinctive but also original. By that Plant
One Training is genuinely interested in the
safety of your employees let us experience
our students their theory right in current
work situations.

1.– Reduction of waste
This can mean that the new process achieves
a reduction in waste products and/or emissions released into water or air, but also that
a process may re-use waste products, e.g. as
a source of energy.

2.-More efficient use of resources
Processes that make more efficient use of the
necessary raw materials and energy. Naturally
this also includes the elimination of or drastic
reduction in the use of highly polluting and/or
dangerous raw materials.

3.-Chain efficiency
Cradle-to-cradle solutions: clever attuning of
process components in the life cycle of one
product to the next.
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